
 

Operating Instructions 

Model 975000 Hydraulic Table  

EDEMCO

4.        Maintenance: As with any hydraulic pump, this unit can occasionally become air bound      
           especially during shipping as it is tipped over and air gets trapped within the cylinder. To

           purge the air from fluid lines:

a) Pump rapidly to full height hold top with your hands at the top position and continue to 

pump full strokes 20 to 30 times. 

 

1. The base frame comes with four adjustable levelers to compensate for an uneven floor. Simply     
             turn in either direction for proper adjustment. 

 

2. Height Adjustment: The hydraulic mechanism is activated with a foot pedal located at the base.  
            To elevate table press the pedal with your foot full strokes until desired height it obtained. To        
            lower table press the foot pedal down until it releases and table begins to lower. Hold down until  
            the proper height is achieved. 

 

3. Grooming Arm: Your new table is equipped with a 180 degree swing arm to eliminate the need   
            to remove and reattach conventional clamp-on arms. Although it is easy to move arm out of your 

            way when it interferes with your work (swing left or right as needed) the pet cannot move the arm 

            by the noose so it is always secure in the position you set it.  Keep in mind that the overhead         
            noose ring stays in the same position regardless of where the upright arm post is moved. Arm is  
            also adjustable up and down by loosening knob on upright post. 

 

b) Press the pedal and hold down to allow the ram to descend rapidly.  If the hydraulic pump is

 still “spongy” repeat this procedure. 

 

Your new hydraulic table comes fully assembled and ready to use after reading these brief instructions. 

 

5. Down speed adjustment: locate the bottom of hydraulic pump (see figure 1 of  

 Troubleshooting chart) turn clockwise to make the table go down faster, counter 

 clockwise to slow it down.  

 

6. Cleaning: do not use solvents or chemicals that may damage the finish on the 

 frame. Clean with water and soft cloth.


